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Personal Statement
I am a proactive problem solver, with a love for spotting trends in data or figuring out how complex
systems work. With this ability I want to create services that are durable, unique and fitted to the
individual. I’m driven to accomplish my goals assertively and independent in putting forth innovative
ideas that favour change. I think that self-knowledge on character and habits, gives confidence to
conquer everyday situations. For me those are; independent, analytical, critical and creative thinking. I
enjoy multicultural and multidisciplinary teamwork, for I believe that conversations between people of
different (cultural) backgrounds leads to mutual understanding and respect. These new perspectives give
inspiration in life as well as in design.

Education
Oct. 2018 - Jul. 2020
MA Material Futures, CSM (London)
Two year taught course on creating innovative materials and narrating desirable futures worth debating.
• Client projects with companies BAUME Watches and Swarovski.
• The graduation work will be shown on Dutch Design Week 2020/21, Salone Del Mobile 2021 (Milan).
Sep. 2017 - Mar. 2018
Fabricademy, Fablab Waag Society (Amsterdam)
Course about emerging technologies around textile such as; skin electronics, computational couture and
soft robotics.
• Received scholarship from Neenah Coldenhove.
• Invention during graduation project resulted in a patent application.
Sep. 2016 - Jan. 2017
BSc Industrial Design and Commercial Design, NTUST (Taipei)
Exchange abroad covering courses on photography, japanese business and research methodology taught in
Chinese.
• Experience taught me to handle crisis, to be flexible and to make a bad situation into a good experience.
Sep. 2014 - Jul. 2017
BSc Industrial Design, TU/e (Eindhoven)
Undergraduate course covering subjects such as user experience & user interface, designing interactive
systems and how to program and visualise information beautifully.
• Graduated with a 7,53 (out of 10 - Dutch grading system).
• Our collaboration of three graduation projects received a DU-Grand.
• The project has been exhibited at the Dutch Design Week (2017&2018), Conference in Brightlands
Chemelot (2017), Material Experience (2018) and Munich Fabric Start’s Keyhouse (2018) and was
shortlisted for the Red-Dot Design Award 2018.
• Online media that covered the project are Fashnerd, By-Wire.net and Techstyler.Fashion.

Work Experience
Jan. 2015 - Jan. 2016
Salesperson for Diesel Shop-in-shop Bijenkorf (Eindhoven)
Learned to keep a tidy shop and how to politely sell more than people initially came for.
• Generated sales, daily goals of €700 could go up to around €1100.
Sep. 2015 - Jul. 2016
Home-tutor in English at StudentPlus (Eindhoven)
Patiently taught the English language. I aimed for tailored and varied explanation methods.
• Visible improvement: student went from 3.0 to 7.0 (out of 10)

Leadership and Involvement
Oct. 2018 - Jul. 2019
Class Representative, MA Material Futures (London)
Represent the first year students’ interests through meetings with course leaders and the university’s dean.
• Solved collective problems in a professional manner through reasonable confrontation.
Jan. 2016 - Jul. 2016
Student Delegation Member of the University Faculty Council (Eindhoven)
Read and understand university matters to represent the Industrial Design students and to protect their
interests through meetings with teachers, the faculty dean and finally university wide meetings.
• Advised the board on our perspective on the changes in the grading/teaching method.
Jan. 2012 - Sep. 2013
Youth Participant in World=U Project Rabobank (Middelharnis)
Project where youth in collaboration with the Rabobank, WNF en Nederland in Dialoog ambitiously try
create sustainable solutions for societal problems.
-presented/contributed our project chosen within netherlands to be made for real
• Contributed to the initial design for a zero-edmission ‘experience house’.
• Pitched our project to multiple stakeholders - our team’s proposal got chosen to be realised.
Sep. 2011 - Jun. 2014
Student Delegation Member on High School Representative Advisory Board
Read and understand matters to represent the students of the school and protect the students’ interests.
Sep. 2010 - Mar. 2014
General Member, Secretary and President of the Student Council (Middelharnis)
Be present and active at meetings for a year as general member, followed by taking the meeting’s minutes
for one and a half year. And finally as president, I arranged and lead the weekly meetings.
• Organised multiple activities to raise awareness on school matters.
Sep. 2010 - Jun. 2013
Writer for the ‘Kwibus’ a Monthly School Magazine (Middelharnis)
Wrote, mostly, about decisions that have been taken by the Advisory Board, to inform students on what is
happening around them. Next to that text for the student council.

Skills
Languages:
IT: 		
Programming:
Design:
Interests:

Dutch (native) and English (fluent 8.0 on IELTS), French (basic), Japanese (learning)
Microsoft Office, Rhino and Rhino’s Grasshopper
PHP, CSS, HTML, Processing, Arduino, Javascript (learning)
Adobe Lightroom, Illustrator, InDesign, Premiere Pro, After Effects and Photoshop
Traveling, Hiking, Sewing, Digital Craftsmanship and Traditional Crafts

References
Troy Nachtigall - Researcher through design in sustainable computational craftsmanship.
+31 6 11 39 14 82
http://troykyo.net/
Marta Giralt Dunjo - Multidisciplinary design researcher and explorer of the future.
+44 7 54 88 64 135
https://www.martagiralt.com/about

problem solving, personal impact, entrepreneurial drive, leadership abilities, high grades, multiple languages, strong intellectual abilities, dedicated, achieving great things, strong personal impact on projects I was part off. track record of launching new initiatives, like innovation, innovating things, not satisfied with the traditional way, shown I can lead groups, in the past, professional context and at university. clearly demonstrate I possess these skills, bullet point, targhet, balanced, strong problem solver, deliver impact when working in a team, part of multidisiplinairy teams, succesful application, strong problem solver, used to taking initiatives, lead teams, target school in the Netherlands, Technical university, impressive background, efficient, analitic, good at selling stories, good at selling products, good at selling concepts, high-achiever, strong achievements, extra-curricular activity, strong leadership, entrepreneurship skills, fluent english, fluent dutch, some french, soft skills, feedback welcome, consise, action verbs, unique, great consultant, iterations, outstanding content, personal information education, work experience, extra-curricular, additional skills, achievements, showcase extra skills like leadership and entrepreneurship, good independent worker, hard worker, efficient, talking to journalist when selling concepts, skills specific to consulting, keywords, lead, solved, action verbs,
important, right skills, more detail, backed up with numbers, quantify achievements, awarded a grand, clearly mentioned differentiates, helpful, patient, simple, good presenter, mobile, email, adress, nationality is dutch, grown up in the netherlands, mother tongue is dutch. liaise with the clients and journalists frequently, consummate professional with strong media relations skills, successfully pitching stories to the press, work from our homes, flexible, talented international. interest in sustainable innovation, sustainability, durability, selling good pitches, elevator pitch, creative, creativity. dedicated, team player, growth potentional, quick learner, positive, optimistic, quick, orginasational skills, Brigitte is a very reserved, intense person who is strongly results-oriented. She is a self-starter whose drive and sense of urgency are tempered and disciplined by her concern for the quality and accuracy of her work. Introspective and analytical, her approach to anything she does is carefully thought out, based on detailed knowledge of all pertinent facts and thorough analysis of relevant details. Strongly technically-oriented, she has a lot of confidence in her professional knowledge and ability. This is an imaginative and creative person, a source of soundly thought-out new ideas, systems, or plans, and a skillful, innovative problem solver. With experience, she will develop a high level of expertise, and will be
very aware of mistakes made by herself, anybody doing work under her supervision, or colleagues on whom her work depends. She takes her work and responsibilities very seriously, and expects others to do the same. In communication with associates and subordinates, this individual is factual and direct. communications on a very personal level, Brigitte may be perceived by others as but will in time earn their respect for her professional knowledge and expertise, and the soundness of her decisions. Her energy and interest will be focused primarily on her work. She is more self-assured in the work environment than in purely social situations. Guarded in expressing her own personal thoughts or feelings, she will at times provide insufficient knowledge of her goals, concerns, or expectations to the people with whom she works, making it difficult for them to execute her ideas, or correct their mistakes. In developing ideas, solving problems, or carrying out her work in general, she relies strongly on her own knowledge and thinking, depending as much as possible on herself to get things done. She would find it difficult to delegate any responsibility to others, feeling strongly that if she wants something done right, she must do it herself. Her primary concern is to get things done quickly and correctly, and in accomplishing that goal Brigitte will be demanding of herself and others. Strongly focused
on the results of herself and her team with emphasis on the quality, timeliness, and correctness of any work. Respectful of authority and tradition and steadfast in her determination to do work by ‘the book’; likely to provide her team with a distinct, measurable template by which to guide their work. Slow to trust others and therefore reluctant to delegate work which she can not directly oversee; with repeated, consistent results, she can delegate to a trusted few. Careful, meticulous, and forthright in following-up on delegated tasks, ensuring that her team has completed all work on time, and to her exacting standards. An independent thinker, restrained in expressing her thoughts to others without ample consideration; Brigitte may move so quickly from thinking about one problem to another that she forgets to verbalize her intended expectations to her team. Demanding and imaginative; always striving to do things better, faster, and with greater precision; she focuses more on solving problems than celebrating or praising solutions. disciplined, well-organized thinking and expertise to complex problem-solving and the development of new ideas or change. Opportunities to broaden her professional knowledge. As much autonomy as possible. Recognition for tangible results obtained, rather than for political or selling skills. Sensible requirements for communication with or responsibility for others.
As an influencer, Brigitte will be: Diagnostic in approach; she asks probing questions, ascertains the problem, and applies a solution she can generally prove will work; a creative and imaginative problem solver. Determined and authoritative in guiding the process towards the goal. Intent on moving the process along as quickly as possible without sacrificing quality in any way. Competitive and individualistic in her approach; prefers to work alone and maintain control of the process. Focused on others’ business needs and proving how her idea or solution will solve those problems; less interested in the social aspect of the process. Thoughtful and analytical; she does her best thinking quietly and alone, ‘wing it,’ or veer from a predetermined agenda. Better able to present tangibles than intangibles. More comfortable answering questions or objections if she’s had time to think about her response and can provide proof to support it. Task-focused; she quickly notices and pushes to fix technical problems, assertively cutting through any personal/emotional issues. Has aptitude to spot trends in data or figure out how complex systems work. Independent, analytical, critical, and creative thinking and action; little need for external validation before action. Authoritative and direct, she’s driven to accomplish her personal goals; she pushes through roadblocks assertively. Communication is direct, to the point.
Proactivity, assertiveness, and sense of urgency in driving to reach her goals. Openly challenges the world around her. Independent in putting forth her own ideas, which are often innovative and, if implemented, cause change. Resourcefully works through or around anything blocking completion of what she wants to accomplish. Impatient for results, she puts pressure on herself and others for rapid implementation, and is far less productive when doing routine work. coputational deseign,

The process

Simple UI in Processing

Grasshopper instead of Processing

8 different users

